Gyan Bharati School, Saket presents
THANKSGIVING
“Gratitude is not only the greatest of virtues, but the parent of all others.”
We at Gyan Bharati School are conscious that the highest appreciation is not just words,
but to live by them. To that effect a solemn event of thanksgiving was celebrated with
great enthusiasm on 12th October, 2021 to abide by what we preach. ‘Be kind, be
thoughtful, be genuine but most of all be thankful.’
It commenced with the invocation of God. Seeking the blessing of our honorable Director
Ms Lata Vaidyanathan and Principal Ms Jyoti Saxena, savories were prepared by the
students of Interact Club.
The students of Interact Club, under the guidance of Ms. Anuradha Sharma and Ms.
Ramanpreet Kaur, made personalized handmade cards to recognize the efforts of each
and every support staff. They are the silent contributors, without whom the normal
functioning of the school would be a remote possibility.
Privileged to share the reflections of our extended community (support staff).
“Cards toh hume koi parivar mai bhi nahi deta.” Geeta didi
“Aaj lag raha hai janamdin hai.” Chanda didi
“Pehli baar fursat se beth kar kuch khaya hai.” Lata didi
“Mahino baad aaj muskuraya hun.” Narayan Bhaiya
“Bahot time baad bachon ko dekh ke chehre pe raunak aagyi.” Rajveer Bhaiya
“Pandemic ke baad se school bohot khaali hogya tha, aaj phir se normal time yaad aagya.”
Ranjeet Bhaiya
“Pehli baar ek dusre ke saath beth ke khaya kuch, kaam ki bhi koi tension nahi.” Savitri Didi
“Jab aapki mehnat ko prashansa milti hai, toh aur bhi jee jaan se mehnat karne ka mann
karta hai.” Urmila Didi
“Bachon ne khud se halwa aur samosa bana ke khilaya, bohot yaadgar din raha aaj.”
Kishori Lal Bhaiya
“Hum toh bas chahte hai school phir khul jaaye, aur aaj jaisi hi chahal pahal roz rahe.”
Shabnam didi
“Pehli baar thank you card dekha maine, bohot acha laga.” Nirmala Didi

Ms Lata Vaidyanathan leading from the front

Servitude for the service

Force behind the force

Volunteers with a purpose

The difference makers

The presence of the esteemed PTA members added brilliance to the occasion.
“The support staff that have been looking after the school even during the pandemic, they
definitely deserve this appreciation. It was a soulful event, celebrating co-existence. Much
needed stride towards community building. Indeed a pleasure to be a part of such an
initiative.” Vandana Sonavane
“I think gratitude makes what is excellent in others belong to us as well. The programme
was smoothly carried out by the students and I’m glad to have witnessed a special assembly
after so long.” Shailesh Mehta
The heartfelt gesture filled everyone’s heart with bliss and contentment, for gratitude
unlocks the fullness of life.

